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ABSTRACT

We construct a minimal representation of the 50(3,2) Kac-Moody algebra algebra which
is based on the spin-zero singleton (the Rac) representation of 50(3,2). The representation is
minimal in the sense that the central charge k of the 50(3,2) Kac-Moody algebra is chosen
to take the special value of | which allows the imposition of maximum number of reducibility
conditions. For the Rac, this is the unique choice for the remarkable property of maximum
reducibility which is consistent with unitarity. To ensure unitarity, we furthermore impose
invariance condition under the maximal compact subalgebra 5O(3) x 5O(2).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Representations of the compact Kac-Moody Lie algebras play an important role in building

conformal field theories in two dimensions which in turn can be used as building blocks for
constructing string theories [1|. They provide the exact solution to the Wess Zumino-Witten
model describing string moving on a group manifold [2]. The coset construction of Goddard
Kent and Olive [3j for any coset G/H, where G is a compact group and H is a subgroup, provides
a wider class of conformal field theories. Given a representation of affine G, one can impose
II invariance to project down to a smaller representation which can be used to describe string
moving in spaces that are not necessarily group manifolds. The affine algebras used in these
constructions are compact because they have been used to describe the internal sector of the
string theory.

A natural question to ask is whether the representations of noncompact affine Lie algebras
may also have a role to play in constructing conformal field theories. Last year, Dixon, Peskin
and Lykken [4] examined this issue for affine 5O(2,l). They found the interesting result that
all unitary irreps of the N—2 superconformal algebra for c > 3 may be obtained from irreps
of affine 50(2,1). The unitarity of the irrep is achieved by a £/(l) projection. ( Another
projection was discussed in [5].) It is clearly of interest to see what we can learn from the
representations of more general noncompact groups. Bars [6| has discussed some aspects of
the irreps based on G/H for a general noncompact group G, and examined in more detail
the cosets SU(l,\)/U(l),SU(N,M)/SU(N) x SU(M) x U(l) and SL(2,C)/SU(2). In this
paper we focus our attention on the coset M = SO{3,2)/SO(Z) x 50(2) with the following
motivations in mind.

In the case of 50(2,1)/(/(I) construction, the U(V) is connected in a nontrivial way with
the automorphism group of the N=2 superconformal algebra in two dimensions. Talcing this as
a hint, we expect that in a coset construction based on M, the subalgebra 5O(3) ffi 50(2) ^
SU(2) © (/(I) may be related to the automorphism group of a particular class of N=4 super-
conformal algebras in two dimensions.

Our second motivation is that the irreps based on the coset M may provide the ingredients
that may be needed in the construction of a string theory where the symmetry of spacetime is
the anti de Sitter group 5O(3,2) rather than the Poincare group.

In constructing the irreps corresponding to a coset G/H one has to start from an irrep of the
finite dimensional group G. Our third motivation for considering the coset M is that SO(3,2)
has truly remarkable representations known as singletons, which were first discovered by Dirac
in 1963 [7]. These representations have been extensively studied by Fronsdal and Flato [8], and
Evans [!)]. There are two singleton representations, called Di and Rac. In terms of the lowest
eigenvalue /?o of the S0(2) which has the interpretation of energy, and the spin so of the state
with this energy, the Di has (Eo = l,s0 = 1/2) while the the Rac has (£o = 1/2, s0 = 0). These
imps have remarkably reduced weight spaces. Consequently, the singleton field theory has a
very targe gauge symmetry which enables one to gauge away the singleton fields everywhere
except, on the boundary of the anti de Sitter space [10]. Moreover, the direct product of two
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singletons decomposes into infinitely many massless states of the anti de Sitter group [11]. We
want to construct the irreps of the Kac-Moody SO(3,2) based on singletons to sec if and how
these remarkable properties carry over to the affine case.

In this paper we will only scratch the surface concerning the programme outlined above.
We shall focus on the Rac. The fact that the Rac is spinless makes the analysis somewhat
easier. The unitarity of the Rac representation ensures the unitarity of our representation at
level zero. We ensure the unitarity of our representation at level one by explicitly computing
the norms of the states at this level. This imposes nontrivial constraints on the structure of the
representation and puts the following restrictions on the central charge, namely: k > EQ, k > 1.
We make the conjecture that there are no further restrictions on the lowest weight vector
|7?o = 1/2, SQ = 0, k > coming from unitarity at higher levels. Unitarity in the region fc > 3 has
been conjectured in general [6|. However, we shall consider the more intriguing cases 2 < k < 3.
(The case k = 3 is excluded for reasons explained in the text.) The most interesting case turns
out to be the representation with k = 5/2 built on the Rac. In this case the representation
space (the lowest weight module, or Verma module) is highly reducible because of the presence
of an infinite number of null vectors. Factoring out the subspaces (submodules) built on these
null vectors reduces very much the resulting module. One of the main points of this paper is to
relate these submodules by subgroups of the Weyl group, called reduced Weyl groups, and thus
to diminish the number of the independent submodules to a finite number. This can be viewed
as the affine analogue of the "singleton phenomenon", i.e. the remarkably reduced nature of
the weight space. We also rederive this well known result by the methods of this paper.

In Sec. 2 we give preliminaries including facts about the 50(3,2) algebra and its aflme
version. In Sec. 3, we discuss the lowest weight representations of SO(3,2) and its affine version,
first in general terms, then focusing on the Rac and the affine Rac. We examine the unitarity
constraints at level zero and one. In Sec. 4, we find the null states, and compute the reduced
Weyl groups that connects the null states to one another. We then give the finite number of
independent null vectors. In Sec. 5, we summarize the precise conditions which define our
representation. In the Appendix, we give a derivation of the weight spaces of the singletons
and some other exceptional representaions of 50(3,2), including the massless ones.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 SO(3,2)

The algebra g = 50(3,2) is 10-dimensional and its generators MAB = -MBA*(A,B =
0 , l ,2 ,3 ,4) ,^ f l = diag( + +), obey

(2.1)

(2.2a)

(2.26)

- i{VBcM/\,o - VACMBD - VBD^AC +

Their hermiticity properties are (we follow the conventions of [12]):

MAB = MAB for (/4,B) = (O,4),(«,fc)

MAB = -M*ii to (A,B) = (0,a),(a,4
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where a,b = 1,2,3. Following [12] we shall use the following basis for g:

M"' = -{Mi' + ie'M2
c), e,e' = ± , (2.3«)

Kf=M3', £ = ±, A'J = Mo4, (2.3b)

J'' = ~e'M23 - iMsu e' = ±, J1 = M12 . (2.3c)

The generators J*, J 3 generate an 50(3) subalgebra of g and together with A"3 they generate
the maximal compact subalgebra 50{3)©50(2) of g, while J3 , A"3 generate the compact Cartan
subalgebra h of g.

Using a finite-dimensional representation of g (e.g. as in [12]) and normalizing the Cartan-
Killing form (,) on g as {X, Y) = \tr(XY), we have (for the non-zero cases):

(Af++ ,M—) = (M + - ,M~ + ) = (A"3, AT3) = ( A ^ 1 ) = 1 .

We note for further reference that the Cartan involution 0 is defined by

0 : X >-» X , if X is compact, (X = K3, J a , J*),

0 : X t-> —X, if X is noncompact .

We also note the hermiticity properties of the new basis

In ) = A , ^« ) — J* >

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

2.2 The affine 5O(3,2) Algebra
The affinization of g = 50(3,2) is done in the standard manner. The affine Lie algebra g

is given by:
j= s ®IR[ t , r 1 ]©Rc©Rrf , (2.7)

where IR [(,("'] is the algebra of real Laurent polynomials in i, c is in the centre of g, and
d = tgj has the properties of -Lo (La is the zero mode generator in the Virasoro algebra).

The commutation relations are

\X ® (m, Y ® f ] = [X, Y] ® <m+" + m c V - ( * ,
\it,X ®tm\ = mX ® <"" ,

(2.8a)

(2.84)



where, X,Y 6 5, m,n £ K. Kor convenience we set the central element c = t , i £ E , and
denote Xn = X ® t". The Cartan subalgebra of g is (k = Ji ® 1)

A = A©]Jle©IR<it. (2.9)

The Cartan involution 0 and the hermitian conjugation are extended to g as follows

-m, Oc=c, 8d=d,

n, fit = £, j t = j .

(2.10)

(2.11)

2.3 Hoot systems

By the definition of a Cartan subalgebra A, the elements of the adjoint action adH can be
diagonalized simultaneously in §• For a G A', where ft* is the dual space of linear functional^
over ft, let us define:

ga = {X 6 g : [H, X] = a(H)X for all // € A} . (2.12)

The set A = {a € ft* : a =fi §,ga ̂  0} is called the roof system of g relative to ft. Every root
system has a special basis, the so-called system As of simple roots, so that every root of A can
be expressed as a linear combination of the elements of As with integer coefficients of the same
sign. Then the roots for which the coefficients are positive (respectively negative) are called
positive (respectively negative) roots; then A+(A~) denotes the set of postive (negative) roots
and if Q e A+ , then — a € A~.

Further we shall use the decomposition

<t€A*
ga,

where dimgw = 1. Explicitly for g = 50(3,2) we have

(2.13)

A* = { ± Q I ±a2 ± a j , ± o 4 : o , (A ' 3 , J 3 ) = (0,!) , a2{K3,J3) = (1,1) ,

a 3 (A- 3 , J 3 ) = ( l ,0 ) , ai(K
t,J3) = (1,1)}. (2.14)

The simple roots are As = {1*1,02}, while

ai — a\ + ai, 04 = 2QI + 02 • (2.15)

Let us denote the root space vector of ga by Xa. Then, up to a constant we have

X±a3 = A'*, X±at = M±=t . (2.16)

The simple root system A5 is also a basis for ft*. To every root a there corresponds an element,

i/o £ h which we choose as follows [13]

X-a). (2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20«)

(2.20b)

Denoting il, = Hai , we have

Hi = J3, Ih = AT3 - 73, Ih = K3, //4 = A'3 + J3 ,

Finally we can use the duality to define a scalar product in h* by setting

Explicitly for g = SO(3,2) we have for the non-zero products

(QJ,QI) = 1 = ), ( O 2 , Q 2 ) = =2 ,

We shall also need the root system A c of the complexification gc of g. However, A and A €

may be identified since g is maximally split [14J.

Next the root system A of the afflne 5O(3,2) algebra is given [15|

, a 6 :n 6 E\{0) ) , (2.21)

where d e ~h is the dual of d, d(d) = 1, d{H) = 0, H € ft, rf(c) = 0. The system of simple roots
is A5 = {ato} U As, oo = d — o, where a is the highest root of A (o is characterized by the
fact that d + a £ A for Vo 6 A+) . In our case a = 04, oo ™ 3 — 04. The scalar product (2.19)
is extended to d by setting (d,a) = 0,Va € A. Thus (oo,o) = — (<*4,a),Va e A.

3. LOWEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS OF g AND g

3.1 Defining Relations

Lowest weight representations of a simple Lie algebra or a Kac-Moody algebra g' are
characterized by their lowest weight A € ft'*, and a lowest weight vector |A > so that

(3.1a)

(3.16)

H\A > = A(tf)|A >, H € h' ,

X|A > = 0, X € gL •

For g = 5O(3,2) we denote Eo = A(A'3), m0 = A{J3), |A) = \Ea,m0) and we have

A'^Ecmo) = EB\B0,m0), J3\E0,m0) = mo|£t),n»o), (3.2o)

X\Eo,mQ) = 0, X = M-±,h",J- . (3.26)

The eigenvalue of A'3 is called the energy since upon contraction of SO(3,2) to the Poincare
algebra, A'3 goes to the translation operator I\. Analogously, J3 is the third component
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of the angular momentum. Thus £o and nio are the lowest values of the energy and third
component of angular momentum j , respectively; note that mo < 0. This is why we deal with
lowest weight representations, since we would like the energy to be bounded from below. These
representations of 50(3,2) will be denoted by D(EQ,3B), SO = —mo > 0.

In the affine case, |A) = |JV, i?o,so,fc), where N is the level, and k js the central charge.
Thus,

K>\\) = Ea\\), Jl\\)=mo\\),

i|A)=-JV|A), c|A) = *|A). (3.3)

It is natural to choose N = 0 for the lowest weight. The conditions (3.2) are now enlarged to
be

A",|£o,3o,*) = °, n>0, VXtg,
X0\Ea,30,k) = 0, X = M-±, A'-, J~ .

(3.4a)
(3.46)

3.2 Unitarity

The representation space H of the lowest weight representations has as its basis the mono-
mials

(M++)k>(M+-)kl(l<+)k3(J+)k'\Eo,*o>, *i,*2,*s,*4 = 0,1,2,... (3.5)

for g, while in the g case the monomials are

(3.6)

(One can choose different order of the factors in (3.5) and (3.6), but for each representation
this order should be fixed). The scalar product in H is given by a contravariant hermitian form
<t>(u,v),u,v e H [15] such that

or g (3.7)

Unitarity of the representation is equivalent to the positivity of the norm of each non-zero
vector v £ H, i.e.,

H = # u , u ) > 0 , v?Q. (3.8)

One assumes that the lowest weight vector has norm equal to 1. The unitary lowest weight
representations of g are as follows [7][8][9j. In terms of (£o,«o),ao = - m 0 (so is the spin of the
representation) they are:

Rac : Di : = (! , - ) , (3.9)

(Eo>-,so = O), (Eo > 1, so = i ) , ( E o > 3 0 + 1, «o > 1 )• (3.10)

The first two are the singleton representations and the last ones for EQ — SQ + 1 correspond to
the spin-so inasslcss representations.

Lei us consider the representations of the 50(3,2) Kac-Moody algebra built on unitary
representations of SO(3,2). We first compute the simplest norms:

\\MLi\\ > || = fcn +
||/JTIn|A > || = 2{Jtn

(„ = 0

(n = 0
= +) (3.11a)

(3.1U)

2(e'sa - kn),

-kn,

-kn.

n > 0

n > 0

(3.12o)

(3.124)

(3.12c)

We consider modules built on the unitary irreps of 5O(3,2) listed in (3.9) and (3.10), i.e.,
Ea > 1/2 + ao or EQ > so + 1. Then it is clear that the norms (3.11) and (3.12) cannot be all
nonnegative: For k > Ea + SQ the norms (3.11) are positive but the norms (3.12) are negative,
(or zero in (3.12a) for n = 0 = so), while for it < — JO the norms (3.12) are nonnegative but the
norms (3.11) are negative (except for n = 0). We should get rid of the negative norm states. To
this end, following [4], we choose to work with k > 0. With this choice, all states in (3.12) have
nonpositive norms. To eliminate them is equivalent to keeping only the states \x > annihilated
by the conjugates of the generators creating negative norm states, i.e.,

=Q, n > 0 , J*\x>=Q. (3.13)

It follows that J*|x > = 0 = Jl\x >, n > 1.

For simplicity we shall consider the spin zero case, ao = 0. Then || JJ"|A > || = 0; moreover,
as we shall see below, this is a null state and decouples from the representation. Thus we shall
impose also the condition

J + | A > = 0 . (3.14)

Following [4] we consider the states at level 1. It is not difficult to see that the level 1 states
are given by (when (3.14) holds):

S, = MZi\x> (3.15a)

(3.156)

(3.15c)

54 = IiKt + 7A':IM+-)|x > ,
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S, = (a, K l , 7,A/0

(3.15e)

(3.15/)

(3.15ft)

where a,p, 7 , . . . are constants, and | i > is any state involving only the generators
, i.e., \x > would be a state of the unitary irrep D{Ea,O) if we replace \Eo,O,h > by \EQ,0 >.

Further, it is enough to consider \x >= |A >. The first three states fulfill (3.13). Since
these are to be the admissible states, their norm should be positive or zero; in the latter case
they should decouple from the system. Their norms (as seen from ((3.11)) are all proportional
to k - Ea with positive coefficients. However k - Eo = 0 is not possible because, as we shall
see below, S2 is not a null vector for this choice. Thus the positivity of the norms of Si,S7,Si
gives

k > Eo . (3.16)

From St there are two independent states obeying (3.13):

with norms

T , A/0
+-)|A

\\Sta\\=2Eok(k-\)(k-Eo),

\\SH\\ = 4£o(Jt - Eo) .

(3.17a)

(3.17t)

(3.18a)

(3.186)

Tims we obtain k > 1, However, we shall obtain stronger conditions below. The sector 5S is
obtained from S4 by changing J~ -+ J+, M±~ -> M±+. There arc two states obeying (313)
analogous to those given in (3.17) and their norms are given by the right hand side- of (3.18).
Therefore no new restrictions arise in this sector.

In the sector S$ there are three independent states obeying (3.13):

Se. =

Jlt)

with norms

Thus we obtain
k>2.

(3.19a)

(3.196)

(3.19c)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(k = 2 is not possible because it gives zero norm states which do not decouple). The sectors
S7, S$ and 59 have five independent states each. For the lack of space we do not give them
here; in any case their norms are positive if (3-16) and (3.22) hold.

To summarize, the unitarity conditions are (3.16) and (3.22). We shall make the plausible
conjecture that there are no further restrictions on |A > coming from unitarity at higher levels.
There is an exceptional value of k, namely it = 3, or for arbitrary noncompact algebras g,
k = ftv, where ftv is the dual Coxeter number of g , the compexification of g. Unitarity in the
region k > hv is conjectured in general [6]. However the region k < ftv is more interesting,
since, as we shall see, there occur many null states. Their elimination reduces the representation
space and is similar to the reduction of the singleton representation space.

4. NULL VECTORS AND REDUCED WEYL GROUPS

4.1 Verma modules and their reducibility

While (3.16) and (3.22) guarantee nonnegativity of the scalar products at level 1, there are
many null states, i.e., non-zero states with zero norms, which must be eliminated. A systematic
way to find all null states is to find the null vectors (singular vectors) of the Verma modules VA

[13] with the same lowest weight as H. A Verma module VA is the lowest weight module with
lowest weight vector Vf) induced from the 1-dimensional representation of a Borel subalgebra
b = h® © g*, of gK, where gS, h€, gv are the complexifications of <?_, ft, g. For our purposes
we can identify VA with the representation space H which has the basis (3.5) or (3.6). (This
is possible since g is maximally split.)

A singular vector v, of a Verma module VA is defined as follows

Xv, = 0, X e g-, Hv, = \\H)v., VA/ e h , (4.1)

v, ^ i>o, A' ̂  A. Thus v, can be represented as (see (13) and eq. (3.43) in (16|):

v. = V(g+)\\) , (4.2a)

in
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where P(s+) is a polynomial such that

[II,V(g+)\ = (A' - , V// € A . (4.26)

Furthermore a singular vector of a Verma module exists iff the Bernstein-Gerfand-Gel'fand
(BGG)[17] criterion for finite-dimensional g, or the Kac-Kazhdan [18] criterion for affine g, is
fulfilled. It is the following condition

2( A - p, a) = -m(a, a) , m = 1,2,...,

where p € h' is defined by the condition that

(4.3)

For finite-dimensional g,
we have

/ V\ 1 V _ ' " I W A , . . 1

(ft; J = 1, (1; = -. r, Vorj £ As . (4.4a)

can be defined as the half-sum of all positive roots; for 50(3,2)

(4.4fr)
1 3

pa = ~(a\ + at + a3 + Q4) = 2ai + -07 .

If g is the affinization of g then we have (see [15| and eq.(3.12) in [16]) :

p = po + hvc , (4.4c)

where c 6 h is the dual of c, E(c) = 1, c(#) = 0, H £ h, and c{d) = 0. The scalar product
(2.19) is extended to c by setting (c, a) — 0,Vo £ A, and (c,rf) = 1. (In general, p may contain
a term proportional to d, since the basis of h* consists of the basis of h, c, and d. However,
because of the degeneracy of the Cartan matrices of afRne Kac-Moody algebras, the coefficient
of d can not be determined from (4.4a) and being arbitrary may be set to zero.)

Before applying this to our situation we need an explicit expression for A. This expression
is:

A = (Eo — 3o)t*i + E<>a2 + kc . (4.5)

This expression follows from (3.1a), (3.3), (2.14) and the above definition of c. The term -Nd
in the expression for A is missing since we have taken the natural value for the lowest weight,
namely N = 0.

Next we substitute in (4.3) the expressions for A and p; we also substitute a with the real
positive roots from (2.21), i.e., a = nd ± at, n=0,l,..., taking for n = 0 ouly tlie sign "+". Let
us denote by mf the resulting m from (4.3). Thus we obtain that VA is reducible in the affine
case, if at least one of the following numbers is a positive integer:

mf = 2n(3 - k) ± (1 + 2s0) , (4.6a)

m* = n(3 - 1 ) ± ( 1 - Eo -s0) , (4.6ft)

m j = 2n(3 - it) ± (3 - 2E0) , (4.6c)

mf = n(3 - k) ± (2 - E6 + sa) . (4.6rf)

We do not consider reducibility with respect to imaginary roots a = nd (with (a, a) = 0),
which is possible only for k = 3. One reason is that the Sugawara construction of Lo in terms
of the generators of g involves k — 3 in the denominator. Thus we exclude Jt = 3.

Note that the BGG conditions for g = 5O(3,2) are obtained by setting n=0 and taking
the only possible sign "+" in (4.6).

In the analysis of the previous section we used the claim that Si given in (3.15a), with
\i >= |A >, is a null (singular) vector for 30 = 0. This means that m* = 1 should hold for
n — 0 and so = 0> and it indeed does. We further claimed that there can be no singular vectors
in tlie sectors ^2, S&, with k = Bg, k = 2, respectively. Indeed, to have singular vectors in the
sector S2, we should have m j = 1, for n = 1, which is not the case (mj = 3). A singular
vector in the sector 5g is possible only for the imaginary roots a = nd and k — 3, and is not
possible for Jt = 2.

Going back to the analysis of (4.6) we aee that for central charge k > 3 there would be very
few reducibility conditions fulfilled. Thus we choose to analyse the interval 2 < k < 3.

Further we observe that we get moat reducibility conditions for the representations of g for
the special value of k = 5/2, built on the Rac representation of g, i.e., for

= ^ , "0 =
* - !

Indeed, substituting (4.7) in (4.6) we have

mf = n ± 2, mf =
n ± 3

(4.7)

(4.8)

Thus the Verma module VA with |A > = |^,0, | ) is reducible with respect to the following
roots

nd+an,
nd-ax,
nd + a2,
nd — O2>

nd + OJ3,

nd — a j ,

nd + a,,
nd — <*4,

n > 0,

» > 2 ,

n>0 ,
n > 3,
n = It -
n = 2t*

n,
i-i,

n,
M ,

(

t

t

t

>o,
> 1 ,

>o,
>2,

- 3 +

m^

mt
m;

= n + l ,
= n - l ,

= 1 + 1 ,
= ( ,

= n + 2,

= n - 2 ,

= ( + 2 ,

= t - 1 ,

(4.9a)
(4.96)

(4.9c)

(4.9d)

(4.9c)

(4-9/)

(4 Off)
(4.9ft)

i.e. only the roots c/— Oi, ,i = 1,2,3,4, 2d — a j , 3d — at, 2td ± <»2, 2id± 04 are excluded.

Further we shall need the explicit expression for the weight A' in (4.1) and (4.2) when (4.3)
is fulfilled. This expression is given by |13][15][16]:

A1 = A + mo .

12
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The reducibility of the Verma module KA means that it has submodules isomorphic to
other Verma modules VA , where A' is given in (4.10) with or = no1 ± a,, m = mf from
(4.9). Fortunately only a finite number of these submodules are independent. All others are
themselves submodules of this finite set. * To find the independent submodules we need the
technique of the reduced Weyl groups [19). The idea is that the redundant submodules are
related by elements of the Weyl group to the independent submodules. This is done in the next
subsection.
4.2 Reduced Weyl groups

Let us recall that each root a € A defines & reflection sa in h* by the formula

These reflections generate a group, called the Weyl group IV of g (or g) [13)[15]. [The
Weyl groups of a real Lie algebra g and its complexification differ, unless g is maximally split
as 50(3,2)). W has a finite (infinite) number of elements if g is finite (infinite) dimensional.
Actually W is generated by the relections by simple roots w, = sai which for the affine 50(3,2)
obey (besides J\ = 1)

(u>otuj)4 = (UJOU^)2 = (tuiu^)4 = 1 . (4.12)

(4.13)

For 9 = 5O(3,2), \W{ = 8 and all elements are

W =

We shall not write down the explicit parametrization of the full Weyl group W for g, but
only the elements which correspond to the roots in (4.9) :

(4.14a)

(4.146)

(4.14e)

(A.Ud)

(4.He)

(4.14/)

If VA were reducible with respect to all simple roots (here «|,02,Qo — d — C14) then only
the (three) submodules corresponding to these reducibilities would be relevant.

(AMg)

(4.14ft)

Actually, the above expressions are valid also for some of the roots not listed in (4.9), namely
for d — a, (i = 1,2,3,4), 2d — as and 3d — 04. For the other roots we have:

(4.15a)

(4.15ft)

(4.15c)

(4.15a1)

Our problem is that we do not have the whole affine Weyl group in our disposal since 02
and ag = d — en are not in the list (4.9). Thus we look at subgroups of the Weyl group, which
we call reduced Weyl groups [19]. They shoud be generated by elements sa with a in the list
(4.9). The natural thing to try is to take Weyl groups of affine Lie subalgebras of g. We have
found it most convenient to work with /our subalgebras of g, each isomorphic to the affine
SL(2), i.e., A\ '. Their systems of simple roots are:

{a, ,2d-cn}, {d + a2 ,3d-a2}, {a} , 3d-a3], {d + a* ,5d - Q4} . (4.16)

These roots are the lowest level roots of each type in (4.9). The corresponding reduced Weyl
groups W'R, 1 = 1,2,3,4, are isomorphic to the well known Weyl group of A\
generating elements they are explicitly given as follows:

\ . In terms of the

with

uo, = (iu.ui,)*, « i , s (xbiw[)', u0, =

ill) = Sot = Ul], w\ =

"'3 = «»j =

>o, (4.17a)

(4.176)

Further it will be convenient to introduce a shifted action of w £ W by the formula:

w * A = iu(A — p) + p . (4.18)

Using this, (4.11) and (4.3) we can rewrite (4.10) as follows :

A' = A + tn« = \-(\-p,av)a = sn*\ . (4.19)
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The reduced Weyl group IVjj guarantees that all submodulcs which are Verma modules with

weights A' = u> • A, with w e VVjj, are submodules of the two Vcnna modules VA with w = ii',

and ui = uij. For those elements of (4.14) which are not in (4.16) this check should be done

independently. *

Further we shall use also the notation \os = uos * A, Aj, = U|, * A, A'O! = u'Oa * A,

Ajj = u')a • A, and the notation VB, = VA , with A' = ADj, and similarly the notation VI,, V'os

and V,',, (cf. the Figure).

Now all elements in (4.14a) with n = 21, t > 0 are of the form u\t, s = {, i.e.,

." i \'«, uu , l> (4.20)

This means, as we said above in general, that V'yl , ( > 1, are submodules of V['o and of VJJo .
For the elements in (4.14a) with n = 2( + 1, ( > 0, we have :

* W\ =

(4.21)

The question is whether V[( = VA , with A' = 3(j(+ i) j+ o , (cf- the Figure) is a submodule of V,',

, and hence of V|'o and of V0'o . For this we check that V{t is reducible with respect to d - Q\,

and that there is a submodule of V[t , namely, V"t = VA ', with A' = A", s aa_ai * A',, =

waW2Wiw0W2 * \'lt = (tU]t«oUJ2)4'+2 * A. Next we check that Vj'( is reducible with respect to

oa, so that Vj'̂  is a submodule of V"e since A',, = tui * h"j . Thus indeed V[t is submodule of

V/o and VJ0 .

Next we consider the elements in (4.14b). Those with n = 21 + 2, > 0, are of the form

= (t/j[tu,)'uj[ = > 0. (4.22)

Thus Vo', ,i? > 1, are submodules of V,'o and Vo'o
2( + 3,f >0 , we have

For the elements in (4.14b) with n =

(4.23)

Thus we have only to check that Vot is reducible with respect to d - « j , so that Vot = VA'

with A' = Ao* = *(2<+3)J-ai * A , is a submodule of V,'o and Vo'o . [Note that (/„', s VA',

with A = AQ, = mi • Ao< is a submodule of Voi, but this is not important for our purposes as

* The careful reader will notice that in (4.17) there are also elements which arc not in (4.14)
and (4.15), namely, «o, and U|,. This is a special case of the general fact that a Weyl group
contains many more elements besides those of the form sa, a 6 A.
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h'u( = to * A, for w j - sa ,Vn € A. Also Vo', is a submodulcs of V^t and VQ( is a submodule of

\'nt, which is also not important for our purposes.!

Thus all submodulcs corresponding to (4.9a,b) and (4.14a,b) will be taken care of if we

factor the submodules generated by s n i = W| and s2 j_ t r ] = w[ = (wnW2W])iwoW2-

We have treated the cases (4.9c,d), (4.9 e,f), (4.9 g,h) in a similar fashion as described

above.

Thus we are left with eight embeddings. Next, we also notice that UM = w\W2tvi and that

VA , with A' = w\ * A, VA with A" = u>2 • A', are reducible with respect to d + O2> °-I I

respectively. Thus VA " with A'" = w* * A is a submodule of VA . One should also consider

the decomposition w't = wj3b^ajwi . Indeed, VA', with A' = w\ * A is reducible with respect

to s 5 j _ a , . However, VA" with A" = 3 5 j_ a 2 * A', is reducible with respect to 4<i + orj, and not

with respect to a | .

Thus there are seven relevant submodules VA ', with weights A1 = w • A, with w =

wiiw\,u?2)^2 i*^31^3J^i- The cases w = w\ and w = UJ? = wtvjiW'i are inherited from

the singleton. The corresponding singular vectors are J$\A > and [(A'J")2 + 4MQ~MQ+)]\\).

To factor them away we have to impose

(4.24)
= 0,

subsuming (3.14). The other singular vectors are at levels 1,2,3 and 5. We give only the leading

terms

...)|A),

»4 = (Af_s + • - )

a = 2<f -a i , level 2,

a = d + O2> level 1,

a - 3d - at, level 3,

a = 3d — 03, level 3,

a = bid — 04, level 5.

(4.25a)

(4.256)

(4.25c)

(4.25e)

5. SUMMARY

Our representation space now can be described as follows. It has the basis (3.6) with lowest

weight :

£?o= l /2 , 3o=O, it = 5/2. (5.1)

The states which survive are those which obey the conditions (3.13) :

K*\x) = 0, n > 0, J^li) = 0, J?|*) = 0 , (5.2)

and those which are not annihilated when we impose conditions (4.24) and (4.25) :

tij1" = v+ = vj~ = i?2~ = f j = Vj = V4 = 0, on the vacuum. (5.3)
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we shall describe explicitly the singletons and some other exceptional
representations of 5O(3,2), using the methods of this paper. We begin with the analysis of (4.6),
for which we consider only the case n = 0 and sign "+". First we note that (4.6a) holds always
because *o € 2Z + / 2 , and (4.6b) never holds because mj < 1/2. (Note that if ni], roj £ IN , then
the irreducible representations with lowest weight Eo = (3 — mi — 2rrt2)/2 , so = (mi — l)/2
are the finite-dimensional (non-unitary) representations of g\ m\ — mj = 1 gives the trivial 1-
dimensional representation; the fundamental representations are obtained for mi — 1, mi =2
and r/i] = 2, mj = 1.) Further, we note that mj is a positive integer only for EQ = 1/2,1, in
which case mj = 2,1, respectively. Similarly, mt is a positive integer only for Eo — so = 1, and
that integer is mi = 1.

The corresponding null states are

„+ = [(A'+)2 +4M+-M++\\E0,s0 >, m3 = 2, Eo = 1/2, (=> so = 0) (A.2)

v'3
+ = (30K

+ - M+-J+)\Eo,so >, m3 = 1, Eo = 1, (A3)

Applying this to our representation space would mean that these null states must vanish :

:o,*o} = 0 , {A.5)

[(A'+)2 + 4A/+-M++jj£i = 1/2, so = 0) = 0 , (,4.6)

(s0K
+ - M+-J+)\E0 = 1/2, so = 0) = 0 , (4.7)

, so) = 0 . (A.8)

Thus for the two singletons we have

Rac:

A'+)2 + 4M+-Ar++ | l /2,0) = 0 ;

Di: (y+)2 |l,l/2) = 0,

(A.9a)

(AM)

(A.lOa)

(A.\0b)

[Note that (A.8) is zero automatically; for the Rac because so = 0 and J + | l /2 ,0 >= 0 and for
the Di because so = 1/2 and (J+)2\l,l/2) = 0.]

Let us apply (A.9) to the basis space H, given in (3.5). First we shall split it into subspaces
as follows:

H — ®ne»+ Hn , Hn = © p e i HW)(J , (A.lla)

kt\Eo,so> , M.I 16)
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where Cijijijt, a r c arbitrary constants. First we note that because of J*\\/2,Q) ~ 0 it follows
that fc4 = 0 and \p\ < n. Then using (A.9b) we replace M+-M + + | l /2 ,0) = -J( / f+ ) 2 | l /2 ,0},
thus, we are left only with powers of M + I and /f+, where e = sign(fc] — ^2). So the weight
diagram will consist of states of the type

H»,, = I c = sign(p), \p\ < n, (AA2)

i.e. d imH n p = 1; that is why this representation is called a singleton repTesentaion. Note also
that dimHn = 2n + 1.

Consider now (A.10). Because of (A.10a) we have £4 = 0,1, and because of (A.10b) we
have kj = 0. Thus we have :

(M.13)
Thus again dimHnj, = 1, while dimHB = 2n + 2.

Further we analyse the caae of SQ - 0, Eo > 1/2. In this case (A.7) and (A.8) are fulfilled
automatically. For Hn j l we have (A.llb) with £4 = 0.

Analogously for .so = 1/2, Eo > 1, (A.8) is fulfilled automatically. For HBJ) we again have
(A.llb) with fc4 = 0.

A more interesting case is £( = j j 4 1, Jo > 1- These are the massless representations.
Then (A.8) is a nontrivial restriction. For HB|, we have (A.llb) with *i = 0, £4 < 2so-
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FIGURE CAPTION

Diagram showing the embedding pattern of submodules of VA. The vertices denote Verma
submodulcs with notation explained in the text, while the arrows denote the embeddings of
Verma modules into one onother, marked by the corresponding action of the Weyl group ele-
ments. Note that arrows point to the embedded modules, e.g. V,'o is a submodule of Vs. The
submodules V$t, Vit, VQI and V[( are forming the embedding pattern of an A\ ' module.
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